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ABSTRACT

Currently electricity generation technologies by thermal energy conversions become strong demand. The objective of this paper is to present a novel
thermal study of absorber/receiver circular pipe of parabolic trough solar collector system for laminar and turbulent (k-ɛ model) fluids flow as well as
two-dimensional numerical simulation is performed using CFD ANSYS FLUENT software. Significant improvements in heat transfer and velocity
were discovered; the pattern of temperature distribution over the pipe absorber was displayed, and velocity vectors, pressure contours, and temperature
contours were studied. The impact of increasing the heat flux towards the pipe wall is discussed. Heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number increases
with increasing of Reynolds number while drag and skin friction coefficients decrease when Reynolds number increases. The thermal performance
factor of PTC is estimated, and it is found 74% in laminar flow condition. The model is validated by comparing its results with analytical model results
and the validation approves the accuracy of the CFD analysis. In the future, it will be useful for solar thermal parabolic trough concentrators to study
different working fluids for heat transfer.
Keywords: Concentrated solar power; Thermal study; Heat transfer; Reynolds number and Laminar & k-ɛ turbulent model

1.

change material concentric tube has been studied using a numerical
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model (Guerraiche et al. 2020) and
it has been found that the average thermal efficiency of the solar concentrate
parabolic trough increases by 6.56 percent. Heat transfer in the PTC solar
system was simulated by the Open FOAM and ANSYS software, taking
into account the thermal boundary layer plus Reynolds-Averaged NavierStokes (RANS) turbulence models. The Cross Linear Concentrated Solar
Power (CL-CSP) thermal-hydraulic behavior in Tokyo was investigated
(Mishra et al. 2021). A new two-phase closed flat heat pipe receiver with
high temperature is suggested (Lin Yang et al. 2019) and experimentally
investigated; theoretical and experimental studies show that the flat heat
pipe receiver with sodium as working fluid has a good start-up efficiency.
The thermal, hydraulic and economic characteristics of the preheating
system and canopy PTC are examined numerically by Yang and Du (Liu
Yang and Du 2020); the results show that the preheating system does not
have a direct impact on the solar collector friction factor. The threedimensional numerical simulation model was performed in a Parabolic
Trough Receiver (PTR) with molten salt as heat transfer fluid (HTF) using
FLUENT software (Pina et al. 2017). Utilizing Monte-Carlo ray tracing 3D
CFD model; El-bakry et al., (El-bakry, Kassem, and Hassan 2021)
presented maps of both energetic and exergetic performance of parabolic
trough concentrators and the results exhibited energy and energy increased
efficiency from 85.76 to 86.40 %, as the irradiance grew from 200 to 1000
W/m2. A three-dimensional model is constructed to simulate and evaluate
the performance on a Parabolic Trough Receiver (PTR) with double tube
and two HTF temperature distribution (P. Liu et al. 2021). Convective heat
transfer Fe3O4-Therminol 66 Ferro-fluid is tested (Khosravi, Malekan, and
Assad 2019) using computational fluid dynamics as the working fluids for
a parabolic trough solar collector; the result showed that the local heat
transfer coefficient of the collector tube, thermal efficiency as well as

INTRODUCTION

Of all the renewable energy sources, solar energy has the greatest potential;
it is vital in order to achieve the sustainability and reduced the utilization of
conventional energy sources. For all practical purposes, solar energy is
readily available, well distributed, and inexhaustible and, when converted
and used, has no polluting effects on the earth. Solar energy divided into
two categories: solar electrical energy photovoltaic panels and solar thermal
energy. Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) system converts solar energy to
heat; it uses mirrors to focus solar light in smaller area, transmitting this
energy through absorber pipe to the working fluid that transforms the
electricity generation by turbine.
There are different types of CSP system; the Parabolic Trough
Collector (PTC) is the world's leading solar concentrating technology
(N.DKaushika 1993). Wu et al. (Shuang-YingWu et al. 2010) conducted a
detailed analysis on solar thermal cavity receivers that used in electronic
cooling equipment and houses. The solar parabolic trough collector output
is significantly affected by heat loss due to wind velocity and direction
(Reddy, Veershetty, and Vikram 2016). Using Python software, a
mathematical model is provided to measure the heat transfer in a steady
state in a parabolic trough collector (Polo et al. 2019); the thermal efficiency
is better with nano-fluids containing a greater volume fraction of nanoparticles. Adriana and Estellé have numerically investigated the heat
transfer behavior of carbon nano-fluids under laminar forced flow in
horizontal pipes for different Re numbers (Adriana and Estellé 2018) and it
was noticed that the convective heat transfer coefficient of nano-fluids is
great for low Re numbers. Malviya et al (Malviya, Agrawal, and Baredar
2020) discussed an extensive study on the relationship between the
cylindrical absorber material and different heat transfer fluids. The output
of a small-scale parabolic trough solar with a thermal storage with a phase
*
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collector output temperature can be improved by using magnetic field. The
effect of conical angle and insulation thickness on cavity receiver output
using the CFD ANSYS 17.0 is studied (Zhang et al. 2020) and validated by
comparison with experiment data using a hybrid optics and heat transfer
model; the results showed that the optimal value of insulation thickness is
175 mm, achieving 70.4 percent overall efficiency. A heat transfer model
has been developed for a novel solar parabolic trough collection system
with a V-shaped cavity absorber (Bie et al. 2020); the results of the analysis
show that the model measurement error lies primarily in the effect of the
variance of wind speed and the difference between the theoretical and real
rate of increase in temperature with the sudden changes in solar Direct
Normal Irradiation (DNI). A coupled simulation technique was used
(Madadi, Rahimi, and Divband 2020) to solve the radiation, convection,
and conduction heat transfer inside the solar water heating system of the
parabolic trough collector (PTC); the location of the receiver pipe relative
to the PTC significantly affects the thermal efficiency of the system and the
absorber pipe's daily thermal efficiency is about 70 %.
The pipe flow measurement in the entrance region was explained by
Kanda and Shimomukai (Kanda and Shimomukai 2009); at the inlet of the
pipe there is a large pressure gradient in the radial direction and the wall
pressure is lower than that for Re equals 5000 at the central core. The flow
characteristics of multi-phase pipe flow were presented using the CFD
method (L. Liu et al. 2019); the velocity was arch-like along the crosssection of the pipe with a high velocity near the middle and a low velocity
near the wall. In a two-fluid horizontal circular pipe of slush nitrogen and
slush hydrogen (Ohira et al. 2012), a three-dimensional numerical
simulation on thermal non-equilibrium was constructed. In large-scale
liquid natural gas (LNG) plants, spiral wound heat exchanges (SWHE) were
the most commonly used; numerical simulations were performed on
condensation flow and heat transfer for propane (S. Li et al. 2018b),
ethane/propane mixture (S. Li et al. 2018a) based on two-fluid multiphase
and k-turbulence models. In a porous pipe with an expanding or contracting
wall, Zheng et al., (L. Li et al. 2017) studied the laminar flow concerned
with multiple solutions of a single nonlinear Boundary Value Problem
(BVP). Numerical mixed convection investigation in an inclined circular
pipe is carried out (Al-asadi et al. 2017) using the finite volume method
with nano-fluids (Al2O3, CuO, and SiO2); the surface temperature is
increased as the angle of inclination of the pipe increases from the
horizontal position in addition to the heat transfer using SiO2 nano-fluid is
enhanced. Three-dimensional k-ɛ turbulent model is numerically simulated
using CFD for the Syltherm fluid in solar system absorber tube (Ghasemi
and Ranjbar 2017); thermo-physical properties are improved by adding the
porous rings into the tubular solar absorber and decreasing the distance
between the porous rings. A turbulent pipe flow numerical simulation is
presented on both D3Q19 and D3Q27 using the Lattice Boltzmann Method
(LBM) (Peng et al. 2018). Dutta et al., (Dutta et al. 2016) studied the flow
separation features in pipe bends under high Reynolds number using the kε turbulence model; flow separation was observed with low curvature ratio
by the movement of fluid from the inner to outer wall of the bend. For
turbulent flow, a numerical investigation is carried out in a circular tube
with pipe inserts (Tu, Wang, and Tang 2016); the heat transfer rate
decreases with the increase in spacer length, and the flow resistance
increases with the decrease in spacer length. There was a numerical study
(Patro, Gupta, and Kumar 2015) of the heat transfer properties of pulsating
turbulent flow in an air fluid pipe; the local Nu number of Reynolds
decreased along the length of the pipe with partial variations in its values.
The thermal essence of ethylene glycol-water ice slurry1.
flowing through a
horizontal heated tube is studied numerically using Newtonian
fluid (Onokoko et al. 2019). Using the immersed boundary process,
Ardekani et al., (Ardekani et al. 2018) conducted computational simulations
to investigate the heat transfer within a finite-size spherical particles in
laminar pipe flows; heat transfer can be improved using spherical particles.
A new phenomenological method to assessing laminar-turbulent pipe flow
and parameter transition shows strong radial variations that are maximal at
approximately the radial positions (Frigaard and Martinez 2009) where
during the first stages of turbulent transition, puffs first appear. Heat
transfer and friction factor characteristics of air flow in an inner twisted

square duct and an outside circular pipe are experimentally tested
(Bhadouriya, Agrawal, and Prabhu 2015) with a Reynolds numbers from
400 to 60,000 for. Using a CFD and experimentally, the axially induced
swirling pipe flow characteristics and capabilities of a vane-type swirl
generator were examined (Damiani, Carlos, and Moreira 2015); swirl flow
leads to often higher friction factors compared to theoretical values of nonswirl. Swirling pipe flows are studied (Chin and Philip 2021) in order to
understand the beginning of the inertial region; swirling causes a drag
increase and the pipe has a new 'geometric' contribution in both axial and
azimuthally directions that plays an important role in contributing to the
dispersion of vortices in a swirling pipe flow's outer core region. The twophase swirling liquid flow in the cyclone with guiding vanes was
numerically simulated using CFD (Kou, Chen, and Wu 2020); the reverse
flow was unable to enter the overflow orifice, leading to stagnant separation
efficiency, particularly for smaller droplets.
Given the above-mentioned studies, the related circular pipe absorber
conditions of PTC were considered in only a few CFD studies, and no
research was found to take into account the effect of climatic conditions and
the impact of increasing heat flux on the pipe wall's internal environment
compared to laminar and turbulent flow. A novel type of two-dimensional
thermal CFD analysis solar-assisted PTC absorber/receiver pipe heating
system was implemented in this paper by varying the flow type (from
laminar to turbulent) and heat flux profiles in the tube to improve heat
transfer rate. Firstly, there was a detailed description of the PTC thermal
system. Second, in order to understand the efficiency of the system, the
power flow and heat transfer models of the entire system, including the
absorber, were developed. Thirdly, an absorber/receiver pipe CFD building
model was developed. Fourthly, on the basis of the mathematical models
suggested, the simulation analysis was illustrated. The current model can
be used for medium-high temperature applications (between 290oC and
590oC). The current CFD model is validated using analytical model that is
derived and implemented using a MATLAB code. Finally, a distinction was
presented between laminar and turbulent fluid flow. Therefore, this paper
has four major objectives:
– Creation of solver and boundary conditions based on CFD ANSYS
study the distributions of air velocity, temperature and pressure in PTC
receiver circular pipe.
– Comparison between laminar and turbulent flow (k-ɛ model) that affects
the receiver pipe.
– Assessing the effect on the internal atmosphere of the pipe by rising the
heat flux.
– Calculating drag, friction and heat transfer rate coefficients.
– Indicating Nusselt number expression to estimate the convection heat
losses
- Validating the preset CFD model using analytical solution.
In the following sections, the paper is organized. Section 1 gives a brief
idea of the PTC method, previous research work and motivation for the
present work. The physical system description and the theoretical context
required are found in section 2. Section 3 includes numerical analysis of the
geometric model and mesh grid system. In section 4, the parabolic trough
mathematical model and governing equations for the CFD simulation are
derived. Section 5 involves a thermal analysis with its effects on different
parameters influencing the flow pattern of the receiver pipe followed by a
review study bulletin in section 6 of the conclusions.

2. PHYSICAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The PTC solar system is a technology that focuses on a focal line of solar
thermal energy to transform it into heat (550oC can be attained) (Polo et al.
2019). A parabolic trough-shaped reflector, a metal receiver pipe surface,
an evacuated glass envelope, a support structure, and a tracking device
make up the PTC (Ghasemi and Ranjbar 2017). The reflector tends to focus
direct solar radiation which it is the key to evaluate the PTC thermal
efficiency and heats the transfer fluid in the tube onto the receiver placed at
its focal line. This receiver consists of an absorber and a glass pipe cover
that is coated with a selective surface for enhanced solar radiation
absorption. The schematic of the solar parabolic system is shown in figure
2
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1 (a) (“Parabolic Trough Reflector,” n.d.) and power flow diagram is shown
in figure 1 (b) (Zayed et al. 2021).

3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Tiny improvements in thermal efficiency can be a significant enhancement,
so PTC is the majority of solar thermal energy systems used generally.
Here, the thermal analysis focuses on the circular pipe of the
absorber/receiver and discusses heat transfer convection through the pipeaffected fluids into two fluid types of laminar and turbulent as follow.

a)

3.1 Geometric Model
Schott's PTR-70® HCE (El-bakry, Kassem, and Hassan 2021) is the
selected PTC here as a physical model for the following optical and thermal
flow simulations. The circular absorber/receiver pipe along its vertical axis
is considered axis-symmetric; consequently, for numerical modeling, only
a half-section of the absorber is applied. We set up a computational domain
that is a two-dimensional slice from the axis to the wall pipe. The physical
and geometry of receiver circular pipe are illustrated in figure 2. The
material of pipe is Aluminum and its dimensions are 4 m of length and 0.4
m of diameter.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2 (a) Physical absorber/receiver circular pipe/tube;
(b) Geometric model of receiver pipe

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic parabolic trough collector system (“Parabolic Trough
Reflector,” n.d.), (b) Power flow processing diagram of the PTC (Zayed et
al. 2021)

3.2 Grid and Mesh Convergence System

Heat can transfer in three ways: conduction through solid materials,
convection through fluids and radiation through a gas or the vacuum of
space. The PTC's detailed heat transfer technique is as follows: (Zheng et
al. 2019), (H. Liu et al. 2021): The incident solar radiation is reflected by
the parabolic trough-shaped reflectors and focused on the heat collector; a
little quantity of radiation is collected by the glass envelope, while the rest
is transmitted through the receiver tube and absorbed. A portion of the
absorption energy is transported into the heat transfer fluid via forced
convection, while the remainder is returned to the glass envelope via natural
convection and radiation. The heat transfer fluid, normally a mixture of
water and other additives or thermal oil, is pumped through the tube and
absorbs solar heat at temperatures above 200°C (XueChen et al. 20152).
The energy from the receiver tube (convention and radiation) goes through
the glass envelope and is lost to the atmosphere through convention and to
the sky by radiation, coupled with the energy absorbed by the glass
envelope. The geometry, orientation, and temperature conditions all affect
the heat loss convection of a PTC receiver pipe.

In the fluid domain, a standardized mesh of pipe was created, as shown in
figure 3. To ensure that y + less than 1 and assure computational accuracy,
highly refined meshes are used in the boundary region near the inner and
outer surfaces of the inner pipe and the inner surface of the absorber pipe,
as indicated recently in section 6 of the grid validity model. A test based on
the Grid Convergence Index (GCI) (El-bakry, Kassem, and Hassan 2021)
was carried out to make sure the stability and convergence of the grid and
the independence of the solution. Four grid sizes (coarse 'c', medium 'm',
fine 'f' and accurate 'a') with 1800, 3600, 6000 and 8200 elements,
respectively, are implemented and the fine-grid solution illustrates the
best numerical uncertainty. Therefore, the grid system "f" of 6000 elements
is applied here.
Boundary layer theory locates near wall pipe also taken into
considerations of meshing system that affected of the outer layer of pipe.
The boundary layer doesn't always remain laminar; it can become turbulent

3
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absorbed energy. The RNG group of k−ε turbulence model (Launder 2017),
(I and I 1986) is used in this study as follows:

after this certain distance. The boundary layer thickness δ is calculated as
following (Fan et al. 2011):

=

(1)

√

ρku

Where L is length of geometry, Re is called Reynolds Number, x: distance
of developing flow. The thickness of boundary layer in this study is about
0.05 m (order of magnitude 10𝑒
for laminar flow and 0.1m for turbulent
flow.
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(13)

Where σɛ, σk, c𝝁, c1, c2 are constants

3.3 Parameter Definitions

4.2 Boundary conditions

The Reynolds number represents the ration between the inertial force and
friction force in a fluid. Flow in pipes classified into three categories (P. Liu
et al. 2021):
 For Re <2300 laminar flow
 For 2300<Re<4000 transition flow
 For 4000<Re Turbulent flow

The PTC receiver pipe is subject to different boundary conditions in this
CFD model: a constant temperature condition is imposed on the stationary
non-slip pipe wall; a fully developed flow and temperature boundary
condition are applied at the tube inlet, with the fully developed flow
velocity and temperature profiles contained by repeatedly calculating the
flow through a smooth tube, ignored by heat conduction and radiation in
the pipe. The gauge atmospheric pressure is equal to the pressure at the exit.
The temperature of the working fluid rises steadily from input to outlet, and
the temperature of the receiver wall surface is thought to be the same as that
of the working fluid in relation to solar flux.

Reynolds number (Re), average heat transfer coefficient (Hf), average
Nusselt number (Nu), drag coefficient (Cd) and friction factor (Fr) are
defined and calculated as below (P. Liu et al. 2020):

Re =
Cd=

ℎ

(2), Hf =
(5), and Fr=

(3), Nu=

(4)

∆

4.3 CFD Simulation using ANSYS Fluent

(6)

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a technique of extraordinary
efficiency, precision and application breadth. ANSYS Fluent is the
industry-leading programmed for turbo-machinery applications in
computational fluid dynamics, including pumps, fans, tubing, compressors
and gas and hydraulic turbines (Canonsburg 2015). A simulation of the
system must be conducted by performing a series of steps that include
problem detection, boundary conditions, meshing, outcomes and results
interpretation. This numerical simulation is implemented using ANSYS
2020 R1 commercial CFD package to investigate the heat transfer
phenomenon in the receiver pipe of PTC solar system through the Finite
Volume Method (FVM). The distribution of heat flux is applied as a volume
heat source inside a small layer outside the tube via laminar and turbulent
flow fluids, and a two-dimensional model of receiver pipe double accuracy
is built using ANSYS meshing as the solver. The following assumptions of
this grid model of 6000 elements are:
 The heat transfer cycle for domain flow is an incompressible
steady state condition.
 The flow is assumed laminar for Re=272 and turbulent for Re=27200.
 The pipe walls are subjected to a heat flux of 40 W/m2.
 The working fluid is air with inlet velocity of 1 m/s.
 The air has a density of 1.225kg/m3; viscosity of 1.8 e-2 in laminar and
viscosity of 1.8e-5 in turbulent flow; temperature of 300oK; a specific
;and thermal conductivity of 0.02 (Shpilrain 2011).
heat of 1000

Where 𝜌 is the fluid density; u is the velocity at pipe inlet; d is diameter of
pipe, 𝝁 is the fluid viscosity, Tf is the bulk temperature of the heating
temperature fluids and 𝝀 is thermal conductivity of fluid at Tf. The
temperature and average heat flux on the inner surface of the inner pipe or
the inner surface of the absorber/receiver tube, respectively, are represented
by Tw and qw. ΔPl is the pressure drop per unit distance in the flow
direction, and A is projection pipe area = 2пrL (r: pipe radius, L: pipe
length).

Boundary Layer Theory

Fig. 3 View of pipe inserts mesh with computational grid using ANSYS

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.1 Governing Equations for CFD Solution

.



Mass conservation, momentum conservation and energy conservation are
usually expressed using Navier-Stokes equations (Dutta et al. 2016), (Jae et
al. 2019). The governing equations of this CFD thermal convection study
can be expressed as follows:
The conversation of mass-continuity equation:

0
The conversation of momentum equation
x direction:
𝜌𝑢𝑢
𝜌𝑣𝑢



5.

(7)

.

The total thickness of the pipe wall boundary layer is 0.05 m in laminar
and 0.1m in turbulent flow, based on the boundary layer theory.
For all the analyses, the convergent residual is taken as 10−5.

VALIDATION

5.1 Grid Validity Numerical Model

A careful check of the grid dependency of the numerical solutions is carried
out to ensure the accuracy and validity of the numerical results by
considering four grid systems with a large number of grid points, i.e., 1800,
y direction:
𝜇
𝜇
(9) 3600, 6000and 8200 elements at Re = 272 of laminar and 27200 of turbulent
𝜌𝑢𝑣
𝜌𝑣𝑣
flow. The averaged Nusselt number and maximum outlet velocity on these
The conversation of energy equation
four grid systems are listed in table 1. It is found that the relative deviations
𝜌𝑐𝑝
𝜆
𝜇ϕ
(10) of averaged Nusselt numbers between grid 3 and grid 4 are only 0.4% in
laminar and 0.3% in turbulent flow. Also, the deviations of maximum outlet
Where 𝜌and p are fluid density and pressure, respectively ; cp and T are velocity between grid 3 and grid 4 are 0.5% in laminar and 0.49 % in
heat and temperature specific to fluids, respectively; μ and λ are the fluid turbulent flow. The 6000-element grid architecture was chosen to conserve
viscosity and thermal conductivity, respectively in addition ϕ represents the
𝜇

𝜇

(8)
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computing resources and strike a compromise between computational
economy and prediction accuracy..

has a significant effect of the parabolic trough thermal efficiency the outlet
temperature.
Table 2 Parameters for pressurized water validation model

Table.1 Grid independence test
Grid
Elements
1800
3600
6000
8200

Laminar Flow
Nusselt
Voutlet
Number
390
1.67254
456
1.85877
500
1.92563
503
1.93542

Turbulent Flow
Nusselt
Voutlet
Number
880
0.95673
940
1.09842
1000
1.15343
1003
1.15932

Reference parameters
Emissivity of receiver
tube ϵ
Emissivity of glass
cover ϵ
Optical efficiency
η
Solar beam irradiation
G
Sun temperature
T
Ambient temperature
T
Outlet convection
coefficient h

Baseline

2.00E+00
Yplus

1.50E+00
1.00E+00

Value

Reference parameters

Value

0.095

Tube length L

12 m

0.88

Reflector width W

5.8 m

0.8

Reflector radius f

1.71 m

800

Thermal conductivity
k

5770 K

Density ρ

300 K

specific heat coefficient
at constant pressure C

10

Dynamic viscosity μ

1
8
15
22
29
36
43
50
57
64
71
78
85
92
99

0.00E+00
T

K

X (m)

Output
parameter
T

+

Fig. 4 Y Accuracy model

300

K
η

W
m K
T K
η
W
h
m K
T K
η
W
h
m K

Bellos
2017(EvangelosBellosC
hristosTzivanidisKimon
A.Antonopoulos 2017)
305.3
0.7881

h

Element Metrics

994
4164
5.9 x10 Pa.

Table 3 Model validation outputs

5.00E‐01

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0.628

Orthogonlity

Skewness

Mesh Quality
400

500

6000

Present
analytical model
305.35
0.7997

2309

2443.8

405.2
0.7835

405.18
0.7952

4205

4403.2

504.8
0.774

504.61
0.7858

5336

5581.1

Table 4 Analytical results comparing to CFD solution

Number of Elements
Fig. 5 Quality elements of numerical model of PTC receiver pipe

Parameter

Analytical solution

From figure 5; it is found that most of grid elements have orthogonlity equal
1, skewness equal 0 and mesh quality around 1. So, this model has validated
quality grid system. We validated the current analytical model in the
following part by comparing its results to those found in the literature
(EvangelosBellosChristosTzivanidisKimon A.Antonopoulos 2017).

Thermal efficiency
outlet temperature
(turbulent)

0.7362

CFD
analysis
0.74

318.49 K

310

6.

5.2 Validation Model

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The numerical simulation is carried out for the solar parabolic collector
absorber/receiver tube under various well formed flow conditions, which
includes 1000 iterations in laminar flow to stabilize the heat transfer cycle
before switching to turbulent flow. The results indicate that the convergence
of continuity, momentum and energy occurred after eighty iterations with
residual of 10-5. Contours of velocity, pressure and temperature fields and
of the absorber tube for laminar and turbulent flows are presented. The
velocity contours of absorber tube for laminar flow is shown in figure 6-a;
while figure 6-b illustrates velocity contour for turbulent flow.
The pressure contours of absorber tube for laminar flow is shown in
figure 7-a; while figure 7-b illustrates pressure contour for turbulent flow.
The temperature contours of absorber tube for laminar flow is shown in
figure 8-a; while figure 8-b illustrates temperature contour for turbulent
flow. The velocity vector of absorber tube for laminar flow is shown in
figure 9-a; while figure 9-b illustrates velocity vector for turbulent flow.

To validate the parabolic trough mathematical model we compared the
results of the present model with the results available in reference
(EvangelosBellosChristosTzivanidisKimon A.Antonopoulos 2017) for the
case of pressurized water. The model parameters are defined in table 2. The
model validation results are listed in table 3. Table 3 illustrates the accuracy
of the present model in which its results are correlated well with the results
of reference (EvangelosBellosChristosTzivanidisKimon A.Antonopoulos
2017). Table 4 tabulates the results of the analytical solution in comparison
to the results of the CFD analysis.
These results determine the accuracy of the CFD model. The difference
between the analytical and numerical simulation the thermal efficiency is
about 0.51 % while in the exit temperature is 2.7 %. The analytical results
are obtained for 0.9 optical efficiency. It is worth noting that; the decrease
of the optical efficiency to 0.8 decreases the thermal efficiency to 0.6624
and decreases the outlet temperature to 316.6 K. So, the optical efficiency
5
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of the pipe was attachment point. From figure 7; the maxium pressure is
2.5678 Pa for laminar and 0.245237 for turbulent flow. Near the inlet of the
pipe, there is a wide pressure gradient in the radial direction and the pressure
gradient is induced by the radial portion of the vortex curl, which decreases
as Re increases. From figure 8; the maxium temperature is 344.061ok for
laminar and 310.819 ok for turbulent flow. Velocity distribution chart at
absorber wall for laminar and turbulent flows is presented in figure 10 while
temperature distribution chart is described in figure 11. The velocity drop
chart along center line axis of absorber pipe is shown in figure 12 for
laminar and turbulent flows. Also, pressure drop chart is shown in figure 13
for laminar and turbulent flows. In addition, temperature drop chart is
shown in figure 14 for air flow.
(a) Laminar Flow

(a) Laminar Flow

(b) Turbulent Flow
Fig. 6 Velocity contours of absorber tube for different fully
developed flow conditions

(b) Turbulent Flow
Fig. 8 Temperature contours of absorber tube for different fully
developed flow conditions

(a) Laminar Flow

(a) Laminar Flow

(b) Turbulent Flow
Fig. 7 Pressure contours of absorber tube for different fully
developed flow conditions

(b) Turbulent Flow
Fig. 9 Velocity Vector of absorber tube for different fully
developed flow conditions

It is obvious from figure 6 that the maxium velocity is 1.92563 m/s for
laminar and 1.15343 m/s for turbulent flow. With a low velocity near the
inlet and a high velocity near the exit, the velocity along the cross-section
6
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Fig.12: Longitude velocity drop chart at wall of absorber tube for
different flow conditions
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Fig.13: Longitude pressure drop chart at wall of absorber tube
for different flow conditions
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Fig.14: Longitude temperature drop chart at wall of absorber tube
for air flow
From figure 12; it is clear the velocity drop increases with increasing
distance along center line axis towards outlet line of receiver pipe. Also;
velocity drop distribution for laminar flow is higher than the velocity drop
in turbulent flow. As seen in figure 13; the pressure drop decreases with
increasing distance along center line axis towards outlet line of receiver
pipe and pressure drop distribution for laminar flow is higher than the
pressure drop in turbulent follow. In figure 14; it is found temperature
distribution almost constant along center line receiver pipe in laminar and
turbulent flows. Figure 15 shows heat transfer coefficients distribution for
laminar and turbulent flows. Also, surface Nusselt numbers charts
estimated for different flows of laminar and turbulent flow in figure 16.
Drag coefficient chart of laminar and turbulent flows is illustrated in figure
17. Figure 18 presents skin friction coefficient chart of turbulent flow.
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Fig. 10 Velocity profile chart at wall of absorber tube for different
flow conditions
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Fig. 11 Temperature profile chart at wall of absorber tube for
different flow conditions
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It is noticed from figure 15; the heat transfer coefficient is higher value in
turbulent flow (6 W-2 k-1) than laminar flow (3 W-2 k-1) since this coefficient
increases with increasing of Reynolds number. Simultaneously in figure 16,
Nusselt number value in turbulent flow (1000) is higher than it in laminar
flow (500). From figure 17; it is clear that drag coefficient decreases when
Reynolds number increases (0.07589 for laminar and 0.00733 for
turbulent). Skin friction coefficient decreases with increasing of Reynolds
number as illustrated in figure 18 (0.01 of turbulent). Taking into account
the Nusselt number and the friction factor, the thermal efficiency factor is
also assessed; the collector layout should be designed to transfer maximum
heat energy to the moving fluid with minimal fan energy consumption. The
thermal performance factor (η) applied is given in Eq. (15) (Ghasemi and
Ranjbar 2017). In this laminar model; it is found that thermal performance
factor of PTC is 74%.

X (m)

Fig. 15 Heat transfer coefficient of absorber tube for different
flow conditions
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𝜂

(15)

The effect of increasing heat flux (80 W/m2) on the thermal efficiency of
the parabolic collector in the absorber tube is being studied. When
increasing heat flux at wall of PTC receiver pipe, the temperature wall
increases as shown in figure 19 (a) for laminar and (b) for turbulent flow.

Surface Nusslet Number
Fig. 16 Nusselt Number of absorber tube for different flow conditions
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Fig. 19 Temperature distribution of various heat fluxes at wall
line of PTC receiver for flow conditions

Fig.17 Drag coefficient of absorber tube for different flow conditions
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From figure 19; it is clear that the temperature at wall increases with
increasing of heat flux. It is increased from 350 to 390 K in laminar flow
and from 310 to 325 K in turbulent flow. With the decrease in heat flux, the
outlet flow velocity also increases, while the pressure drop increases with
the decrease in heat flux.

NOMENCLATURE
A
x
k
L
d
r
p
T
u
Greek symbols
Φ
δ
ɛ

7. CONCLUSIONS
Solar heating systems are an appealing candidate in the building sector, with
growing concerns about energy efficiency and environmental protection.
Due to wind velocity and speed, solar parabolic dish collector output is
significantly impacted by heat loss. In the current study, a two-dimensional
thermal study was conducted to investigate the heat transfer and air flow
characteristics within the circular pipe of the PTC solar system
absorber/receiver. In this study, a numerical simulation of the fully
developed laminar and turbulent flow steady state condition for 1000
iterations is applied plus heat transfer in receiver tube pipe. The following
conclusions have been drawn:


The results indicate that the convergence of continuity, momentum
and energy occurred after eighty iterations with residual of 10-5.



Velocity drop increases with increasing distance along center line
axis towards outlet line of receiver pipe. Plus; velocity drop
distribution for laminar flow is higher than the velocity drop in
turbulent flow. The maxium velocity is 1.92563 m/s for laminar flow
and 1.15343 m/s for turbulent flow.



Pressure drop decreases with increasing distance along center line
axis towards outlet line of receiver pipe and pressure drop for laminar
flow is higher than the pressure drop in turbulent follow. The maxium
pressure is 2.5678 Pa for laminar flow and 0.245237 for turbulent
flow.



It is found temperature distribution almost constant along center line
receiver pipe in laminar and turbulent flows. That means the center
line of receiver pipe isn't affected with temperature. The maxium
temperature is 344.061ok for laminar and 310.819 ok for turbulent
flow.



Drag and skin friction coefficients decrease when Reynolds number
increases. Drag coefficient is 0.07589 for laminar flow and 0.00733
for turbulent flow. Skin friction coefficient for turbulent flow is 0.01
since a rise in the rate of heat transfer typically leads to an increase in
the friction factor.



Heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number increases with
increasing of Reynolds number. The heat transfer coefficient is 6 W2 k-1 for turbulent flow and 3 W-2 k-1 for laminar flow. Nusselt number
values are 1000 and 500 for turbulent and laminar flows, respectively.



The temperature of the thermal output of the parabolic collector at the
absorber tube wall increases with rising heat flux. It is increased from
350 to 390 K in laminar flow and from 310 to 325 K in turbulent flow.



This numerical model is validated quality grid system through grid
independence test of calculating Nusselt number & velocity outlet
and quality elements of orthogonlity, skewness and mesh quality.
Also, Accuracy model is estimated through Y+ curve and it is found
in accuracy limit range.



𝜌

cp

𝝁

ΔPl

𝝀
η
Subscripts
𝐴
Tf
σɛ, σk, c𝝁, c1, c2
Cd
Fr
Hf
Nu
𝜂
𝐺
Re
𝑐
Tw and qw
Abbreviations
BVP
CLR
CFD
CSP
CL-CSP
DNI
FVM
HTF
LBM
PTC
PTR
PTSC
RNG
RANS
SWHE

Projection Pipe Area
Distance of Developing Flow
Kinetic Energy
Length of Geometry
Pipe Diameter
Pipe Radius
Pressure
Temperature
Velocity at Pipe Inlet
Absorbed Radiant Energy Source
Boundary Layer Thickness
Dissipation Rate of Velocity
Fluid Density
Fluid Specific Heat
Fluid Viscosity
Pressure Drop per Unit Distance in the Flow
Direction
Thermal Conductivity
Thermal Performance Factor
Aperture Area
Bulk Temperature of the Heating Temperature
Fluids
Constants
Drag Coefficient
Friction Factor
Heat Transfer Coefficient
Nusselt Number
Optical Efficiency
Radiation of the Solar Beam
Reynolds Number
Specific Heat Coefficient at Constant Pressure
Temperature and Average Heat Flux on Receiver
Pipe
Boundary Value Problem
Cavity Linear Receiver
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Concentrated Solar Power
Cross Linear Concentrating Solar Power
Direct Normal Irradiation
Finite Volume Method
Heat Transfer Fluid
Lattice Boltzmann Method
Parabolic Trough Collector
Parabolic Trough Receiver
Parabolic Trough Solar Collector
Re-Normalization-Group
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
Spiral Wound Heat Exchanges
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